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Discovering Fingerprints

In today’s world of high-tech investigation, fingerprinting is still one of the best ways to 
gather evidence. Everyone has a unique fingerprint. Because out skin has oils in it, we 
leave behind fingerprints almost every time we touch something. Look at your fingertips 
with our digital microscope or a magnifying glass. You should see patterns caused by 
ridges in the dermis, the name we call the bottom layer of your skin. These patterns are 
fully developed in human beings two months before they are even born! 

Fingerprinting can be a messy job. Here are some cleaner options. If you are investigation 
who took the last cookie form the cookie jar, you may want to dust the lid of the cookie 
jar for fingerprints. 

Here is one way of practicing this technique: 

Hard surfaces often show fingerprints when dusted with a very fine powder. Find the glass 
microscope slide in your kit and touch it with your finger a few times. If your hands are 
very dry, try using a small amount of lotion to enhance your fingerprints. Be sure to wipe 
away any residue. Then use any fine powder such as baby powder, cornstarch, or cocoa 
powder. Gently sift the powder over where you believe a print might be. Gently blow 
or use a soft brush to clear away any extra powder. Don’t worry if you have to practice 
this a few times to get it right. You can always wash the slide and start again. Practice 
makes perfect! Once you believe you have found a print, place the sticky side of a piece 
of tape over the powdered fingerprint and “lift” it. Stick the tape carefully on a piece of 
contrasting paper (black paper works well with baby powder and corn starch. White paper 
works well with cocoa.)

Taking Ink Fingerprints

Inside your kit you will find a round fingerprint pad. This pad will take a permanent black 
fingerprint on any place piece of paper without leaving any residue on the finger! The 
impressions dry instantly. The ink is formulated with non-toxic vegetable based ink. It will last 
a very long time – even if the lid is left open! It’s magic! The ink inside this pad will allow you 
to take about 900 fingerprints.  

It is best to have the person you are fingerprinting standing up. This will allow their arm to 
rotate easier when you roll their finger on the fingerprint card. You may want to practice a 
few times to get the process down before you use the card in your kit.   

The individual’s hands should be cleaned prior to printing. Soap and water works great. 
Make sure they are dried well. 

Ask the person to look away from you as you fingerprint them. You want them to relax and 
not “help” you take their fingerprint. Hold the individual’s right hand at the base of the 
thumb with your right hand. Cup your hand over the individual’s fingers, tucking under those 
fingers not being printed. Guide the finger being printed with your left hand. 

Roll the finger on the ink pad so the entire fingerprint pattern area is evenly covered with the 
invisible ink. I know that is challenging! The ink should cover from one edge of the nail to the 
other and from the crease of the first joint to the tip of the finger. Using the correct amount 
of ink is vital. Once you test this on a sheet of paper a few times, you will know how hard to 
press to get the finger covered well. 

Roll each finger from nail to nail in the appropriate space, taking care to lift each finger 
up after rolling to avoid smudging. Don’t go back over where you went. It NEVER lines up 
correctly! Generally, the weight of the finger is the maximum pressure needed to clearly 
record a fingerprint. 
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Taking Ink Fingerprints (continued)

If taking four fingerprints simultaneously on the bottom on the fingerprint card, these 
impressions are typically printed last. These impressions are not rolled, but rather pressed 
flat onto the paper. Press the individual’s four fingers (of the right hand), keeping the 
fingers together on the surface of the card careful to capture all four fingers in the allotted 
space. Repeat this process for the left hand and then print both thumbs.  

Complete as much of the requested text information you can. Hopefully you will never 
need this information but you will have it if you do. 

Try to capture each print in the center of the box. 
Try to capture each image straight up and down in the box.

Now that you have taken your prints and probably other’s prints as well, identify what type of 
print you have. You can find that information inside the Real Curriculum book included in your 
kit. Have fun!

Standard Fingerprint Form (FD-258)

File card used by the FBI and other law enforcement agencies for the acquisition and 
retention of fingerprints.

Look at this official site for more information and for dowloading the PDF version.
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/standard-fingerprint-form-fd-258-1.pdf/view
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Discover Fibers

A fiber is a very thin piece of material that looks similar to a hair. Fabrics are made by putting 
fibers together in some way. 

Natural fibers come from plants or animals. All but one of the fibers and fabric pieces in this 
kit are natural. There are three layers in hair, the medulla, cortex, and cuticle. Each can give 
you information about where the hair came from. 

Medulla:
The innermost layer is called the medulla. The medulla is made up of a bunch of cells lined up 
in the center of the hair, but sometimes a hair will be hollow instead. This happens sometimes 
in light colored hair. In humans, the medulla doesn’t look very exciting. But hair from animals 
usually has very clear patterns that are different from animal to animal. This helps us figure 
out whether a hair is human or animal, and also what kind of animal it’s from! 

Cortex:  
The middle layer is called the cortex. The cortex is the layer responsible for the color and 
the strength of your hair. This layer has specks of pigment that gives hair its color and the 
position of the specks in this layer also give us a clue to whether the hair is animal or human.

Cuticle:  
Finally, the cuticle is the thin outermost layer that protects the rest of the hair. It actually 
looks like scales covering the outside of the hair. The shape and size of the scales can look 
really different. Sometimes it can help us to decide what animal the hair comes from just 
by seeing what type of scale makes up the cuticle. Under a microscope, you can see very 
small differences that you could never see with your naked eye. This way, you can compare 
hair from your sweater to real angora rabbit strands. If your sweater is made of wool from a 
completely different animal, you will be able to tell just by checking out the hair up close.

Wool:  
Wool is what we call the coat that covers a sheep or similar animal. Wool fibers are oval 
and curly, so wool fabric feels sort of spongy. If you stretch or fold wool it returns easily to 
its original shape. Wool can also absorb quite a bit of water without feeling damp. When 
magnified, you can see that wool looks like hair, because it is. 

Alpaca:
Alpaca hair is warmer, not prickly, and has no lanolin, which makes it hypoallergenic. Alpaca 
is naturally water-repellent and difficult to ignite. It also takes and retains dyes without losing 
its sheen. There are two types of alpaca: Huacaya, which produce a dense, soft, crimpy 
sheep-like fiber, and the Suri, with silky pencil-like locks, resembling dreadlocks but without 
matted fibers. Under the microscope, alpaca fiber consists of outer “scales” lying against the 
shaft. The individual shaft of an alpaca fiber is measurably smoother than that of other natural 
fibers.

A cross section of an alpaca fiber will reveal microscopic air pockets. These pockets of air 
add to the insulating qualities as well as the light weight of a garment made from alpaca. The 
huacaya alpaca fleece demonstrates the qualities of crimp and crinkle. This natural wave in the 
alpaca’s fiber creates a yarn that retains it shape over time. Suri alpaca fleece is known for its 
luster. It is commonly used in high end woven goods, to showcase the beautiful way it interacts 
with light.

Discover Fibers (continued)

Angora rabbit wool: 
The fiber generated by these longhaired animals is soft, fine, and much warmer than sheep’s 
wool. The fiber is very fine and smooth. This makes it difficult to spin. There is a constant risk 
of fiber shedding as there is a lack of fiber to fiber friction. Angora is known for its softness, 
its thin fiber, and what knitters refer to as a halo, fluffiness. It is also known for its silky 
texture. It is much warmer and lighter than wool due to the hollow core of the angora fiber. It 
also gives them their characteristic floating feel.

Mink:  
Under the microscope, mink has a flattened-scale look consisting of overlapping scales with 
narrow margins. Mink hair is thinner at the root to mid hair then widens to the tip.  

Mohair: 
True mohair fibers have no medulla and this results in its translucent appearance. Kemp and 
medulated fibers are undesirable. Kemp fibers are coarse, hollow and often short fibers that 
tend to be stiff and opaque and often deeply pigmented. Kemp fibers are very undesirable 
because they stick out of yarns and finished garments and are scratchy. Medulated fibers 
are slightly coarser than true mohair fibers and have an interrupted or partially hollow core. 
Often they are as long as true mohair fibers. Medulated fibers are also undesirable although 
not as big a problem as kemp fibers.

Cotton:  
Cotton fiber comes from the cotton plant. Cotton is the most common fiber fabric used in 
the world. One of the properties of cotton is that it “breathes” well. Cotton also can be dyed 
easily. With the microscope, the cotton fibers look fuzzy and crinkled. The strands are not 
uniform in shape. Cotton easily wrinkles. Cotton is rather flat and looks like a ribbon when it 
twists. Cotton fiber is a single elongated cell. Under a microscope, it looks like flat, spirally 
twisted ribbon-like tube with a rough granular surface. 

Silk: 
Silk is obtained from the cocoon of the silkworm. Silk is very soft and smooth, shiny and 
comfortable. If silk is stretched out it will probably remain stretched and not return easily 
to its original shape. If silk gets too much sunlight, it can be weakened. Silk can resemble a 
synthetic fiber under the microscope. It is composed of two filaments and has an elliptical 
shape under the microscope. The two fine and lustrous filaments often are seen like 
transparent rods with a triangular shape.  

Corn:  
Corn fibers are round with varying diameter under the microscope. . 
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Discover Fibers (continued)

Bamboo: 
Bamboo fibers are round. They are made from the cellulose of wood pulp or cotton fiber, and 
feel cool to touch. As they are conductors of heat, the heat generated by the touch conduits 
away making the fabric cold.

Linen: 
Linen fiber is ribbon-like. When you increase the magnification you can see columns within 
the fiber. The fibers look like they have multiple sided cylindrical filaments with fine pointed 
edges. The filaments show nodes at intervals. It, in fact, looks like a bamboo stick having 
joints that results into a little unevenness. 

Hemp: 
Fibers of hemp often have crosshatching markings. You often will see the fibers beginning 
to separate. Under the microscope, hemp fibers have a similar structure to cotton fibers, 
but if you look even even closer, the hemp fibers are smoother and flatter. Hemp is also a 
cellulose fiber, therefore is naturally anti-microbial resistant to mold, mildew, rotting, and UV-
light. Hemp fiber is three times stronger than cotton, is washable and can withstand strong 
abrasion. Hemp cannot be used as a drug as it contains no (less that 1%) THC, the active 
ingredient in marijuana. Marijuana produces between 5-20% THC.

Sugar Cane: 
Sugar Cane fibers are incredibly soft and have a lustrous sheen, reminiscent of silk. 

Polyester: 
Polyester is a synthetic fiber. Polyester doesn’t shrink when washed and dried. Polyester does 
not breath very well. Polyester looks like plastic under the scope. The fibers are very uniform 
and smooth.

As stated in Wikipedia, polyester “is a category of polymers which contain the ester 
functional group in their main chain. Although there are many polyesters, the term 
“polyester” as a specific material most commonly refers to polyethylene terephthalate  
(PET). While synthetic clothing in general is perceived by many as having a less natural feel 
compared to fabrics woven from natural fibers (such as cotton and wool), polyester fabrics 
can provide specific advantages over natural fabrics, such as improved wrinkle resistance, 
durability and high color retention. As a result, polyester fibers are sometimes spun together 
with natural fibers to produce a cloth with blended properties. Synthetic fibers also can 
create materials with superior water; wind and environmental resistance compared to 
plant-derived fibers, and are sometimes renamed so as to suggest their similarity or even 
superiority to natural fibers. For example, China silk, which is a term in the textiles industry 
for a 100% polyester fiber woven to resemble the sheen and durability of insect-derived silk.

Identifying Fibers/Fabrics Using The Burn Test

ATTENTION: Adult supervision is needed for this experiment! Be careful! Tie your 
hair back. Wear a short sleeve shirt. Work on a tile or cement surface, not carpet or 
furniture. Do not touch any burned pieces until after they have cooled completely.

The burn test is a simple way to find out the fiber content of a piece of fabric. It is somewhat 
subjective, based on your personal observations. This test is very good at helping you 
identify if a fabric piece is man-made (synthetic) or a natural fiber. As you test your samples, 
be aware of these characteristics: 

• Do the fibers melt and/or burn?
• Do the fibers pull away from the flame?        
• What do you smell when the fabric burns?
• What does the smoke look like? Behave like?        
• What does the burned fiber look like after it has cooled? Flaky? Hard?

*Note: If a fabric is a blend, two or three fibers woven together, it may be difficult to 
pinpoint the make up of the test piece. 

Here is how to test your fabric

• First, cut off a small amount of the fabric, about an inch square.
• Use a lighter to light the candle found in your kit. Use something to hold the fabric that 

is fireproof, like a long pair of tweezers, pliers, or tongs.
• Put the candle inside the foil tin found in your kit. Once you have everything ready to 

go, place the fireproof container on a fire resistant surface outdoors.
• Hold the edge of the fabric with the tweezers or pliers over the pan.
• Hold the fabric piece over the flame. How the fabric reacts will tell you what it’s made 

from. Think about the questions above.
• Here are the most consistent and recognizable test results.
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Consisitent Burn Test Results

Cotton
The fabric will burn fast and the fire will singe, (burn lightly or scorch) the fabric. The flame 
will have a yellow glow and after the flame is removed, the fabric will continue to burn quickly 
with an afterglow. The smell will be neutral, like burning paper or wood, and the ashes left 
behind will be light and gray in color.

Linen
The fabric will burn quickly and the flame will singe the fabric, just like with cotton. The main 
difference is that the flame will burn slower than cotton and will have less of an afterglow. 
The smell and ash will be just like that of cotton.

Rayon
Rayon is a man-made fiber, but is made from a natural product, so is not considered 
synthetic. It is made from wood pulp. It will burn fast and singe quickly like cotton and linen. 
Due to its lightness, it will burn even faster than cotton and the flame will be a brighter 
yellow. Even once it is pulled away from the flame, the fabric will burn very quickly; though 
unlike cotton and linen, there will be no afterglow. Like linen and cotton, the smell will be 
natural and the ash will be light and gray.

Silk
When silk is held to a flame, the fabric will curl away from the fire and will smolder instead 
of igniting quickly. The fabric will burn slowly and will have trouble staying lit, and once the 
flame is pulled away, the fire will go out. The smell will be more like burning hair, because it is 
part of an animal, and not of a plant. The ash will not be like ash really, rather it will be more 
like small black beads of burned fibers. To be fully sure if the fabric is 100% silk, instead of a 
burn test, place a new square of fabric in a small glass container with bleach. If overnight the 
fabric completely dissolves and is gone in the morning, it’s silk! Crazy, but it works.

Wool
Like silk, wool is a natural fiber that comes from an animal, so it too curls away from the flame 
and lights on fire slowly. It will have trouble burning when it is pulled away from the flame and 
the wool will smell like burning hair, as it is in fact, burning animal fibers. The smell will be 
stronger than silk. The ash left behind will be dark, with some beads of burned fibers.

Polyester
Because polyester is a synthetic fiber, it’s going to behave very differently than those listed 
above. The fabric will actually melt when it touches the flame, burn slowly, and do its best to 
repel the fire. It won’t continue to burn once you take it away from the flame. The smell will 
be strong and have a chemical odor. The ash left behind won’t be ash at all, but rather it will 
be hard melted black beads of plastic that won’t break easily.

Nylon
Similar to polyester, nylon will have nearly all the same reactions, but it will melt more and 
burn less. The smell will actually be less intense, and like polyester, the burning will leave 
behind hard black melted beads instead of burned ash.

Identifying Fibers/Fabrics Using The Burn Test

Spandex
This synthetic fiber will also shrink away from the fire and will melt and burn slowly, both 
near and away from the actual flame. The ash left behind is a sticky soft goo, and less like 
polyester’s hard melted beads.

Acetate
The behavior of acetate will be similar to the other synthetics above, but the main difference 
is that it will melt and drip like a chemical liquid. The smell will be pungent and after it cools, 
the ash left behind will be like black melted beads of plastic.

Lesson Extensions

• Introduce the inquiry question; “What can I discover about the properties of fabrics?”

• Discover what properties all 
fabrics have in common.

• How fabrics can be different 
from one another.

• Observe each fabric specimen’s 
color, whether the fibers are 
straight or curvy, and how big 
the open spaces are between 
the fibers.

• 
• Discuss the purpose of a tightly 

woven fabric versus a more 
loosely woven fabric.

• Research to discover whether the fiber is the product of a plant, an animal, or is man-
made.

Literature Connections

From Cotton to T-Shirt (Start to Finish, Second Series: Everyday Products) by Robin Nelson 
(Jan 2013)

The Goat in the Rug by Charles L. Blood, Martin Link and Nancy Winslow Parker (Sep 30, 
1990)
 
Injeanuity (Planet Girl) Spiral-bound – February 1, 2006 
by Ellen Warwick (Author) , Bernice Lum (Illustrator)

Songs from the Loom: A Navajo Girl Learns to Weave (We Are Still Here) by Monty Roessel 
(Sep 1, 1995)
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